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Abstract
Integrating microorganisms into artefacts is a growing area of interest for HCI designers. However, the time, resources, and knowledge required to understand complex microbial behaviour limits designers from creatively exploring temporal expressions in living artefacts, i.e., living aesthetics. Bridging biodesign and computer graphics, we developed FlavoMetrics, an interactive digital tool that supports biodesigners in exploring Flavobacteria’s living aesthetics. This open-source tool enables designers to virtually inoculate bacteria and manipulate stimuli to tune Flavobacteria’s living colour in a digital environment. Six biodesigners evaluated the tool and reflected on its implications for their practices, for example, in (1) understanding spatio-temporal qualities of microorganisms beyond 2D, (2) biodesign education, and (3) the experience prototyping of living artefacts. With FlavoMetrics, we hope to inspire novel HCI tools for accessible and time- and resource-efficient biodesign as well as for better alignment with divergent microbial temporalities in living with living artefacts.
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There is a growing interest among design and HCl communities in integrating living organisms into artefacts as interactive design elements [27, 34, 36]. In these living artefacts, microorganisms, such as algae [9, 35], bacteria [6, 20], and fungi [15, 22], offer unique responsive behaviours to achieve novel functions, expressions, and interaction possibilities.

Common to all, the unique temporal qualities of living microorganisms are embraced as design potentials [27]. In more recent works in biodesign, scholars have explored the complex behaviour and expression of microorganisms, for example, how Flavobacteria’s living colour can be tuned with humidity [20] or how diverse kinetic stimuli affect the living light output of bioluminescent algae [9]. These explorations emphasise the role of understanding living aesthetics (i.e., the way humans experience qualities of livingness in living artefacts [27]), not only as a way to design unique expressions and functions but also to surface livingness for empathy [16] and timely noticing of microorganism’s struggles [29], towards reciprocal relationships with living artefacts [27]. However, understanding the temporal behaviour of living organisms remains a challenge in biodesign [9, 27, 35]. It requires time, resources, and knowledge, as:

- Organisms have different circadian rhythms and growth rates (e.g., the stationery and decline/death phases are different for all organisms [31]). It might take days or weeks to observe changes in microorganisms;
- Unique growing conditions, equipment, and sterility are needed;
- Stabilising conditions and exploring the effect of one stimuli at a time is needed for understanding the input and output relations. This requires multiple experiments that might take weeks (if not months) to complete.

**INTRODUCTION**

Novel design tools are needed to mitigate these challenges in biodesign in understanding potential expressions of living organisms. To that aim, this pictorial presents an interactive digital tool, FlavoMetrics, to understand and model the temporal qualities of a specific organism, namely Flavobacteria. We explored the applicability and implications of our tool with a user study inviting six biodesigners.
RELATED WORK

Digital Tools to Understand and Model Living Media

Over the last decades, many digital tools have been proposed within the HCI community to support the understanding of the temporal behaviour of diverse media (e.g., for shape-changing materials [40], textiles [13], textile weaving [33]). Considering the similarities between such alive-like materials and living media, these tools serve as valuable examples while addressing the call for novel tools in the nascent field of biodesign.

Zhou et al. [42] presented an overview of digital tools used in the design of living artefacts, which aim to support biodesigners in understanding, embodying, or perpetuating the habitats where living artefacts are situated. An example is a solar radiation analysis to find the optimum form of a living artefact, taking into account the environment, desired expressions, and organisms' needs [3]. Other examples include digital tools to predict pattern formation in bacterial colonies [7, 39]. In line with this, simulations are used for bioluminescence in micro-architectures [41] and wearables from bacterial cellulose [2]. Yet, such tools do not allow for creatively exploring the possible temporal expressions of living artefacts.

Conveying Living Aesthetics through Computer Graphics

Computer graphics can enhance the likeness to the real world organism by providing improved visual quality through both real world data and computer generated textures. Sage Jenson's [25] simulations of biological complex systems bring about many of the living aesthetics of microorganisms through high-end visualisation and simulations using algorithms based on real world data. Other 3D artists have also showcased methods to produce realistic and convincing interactive visuals of biological and temporal phenomena using procedural modelling (e.g., for bacterial colonies [23], cobwebs [14], rusting metal [30]). Through combining real world data of the organism with procedural computer graphics, a convincing simulation of an organism's temporal and responsive behaviour can be created, showcasing its living aesthetics in digital media.

Zhou et al. [42] presented an overview of digital tools used in the design of living artefacts, which aim to support biodesigners in understanding, embodying, or perpetuating the habitats where living artefacts are situated. An example is a solar radiation analysis to find the optimum form of a living artefact, taking into account the environment, desired expressions, and organisms' needs [3]. Other examples include digital tools to predict pattern formation in bacterial colonies [7, 39]. In line with this, simulations are used for bioluminescence in micro-architectures [41] and wearables from bacterial cellulose [2]. Yet, such tools do not allow for creatively exploring the possible temporal expressions of living artefacts.

In biology and bioengineering, we see various computer-aided design (CAD) tools [19, 32] that model microorganisms to accelerate robust engineering of biological systems while reducing experimental testing. Accessible, interactive tools are presented in projects such as Scott's World [5] and Algae Growth Simulation [38] in which users can tune organisms' behaviour (e.g., motility) or their environment (e.g., temperature). While these tools show organisms' growth and responsive behaviour in an agile manner, they lack the possibility for design intervention (e.g., how living aesthetics might change with the ways in which we inoculate living media) and visual likeness to the real organism, which is crucial for exploring their complex living aesthetics in biodesign.
Flavobacteria’s Growth over Four Days

A colony of Flavobacteria increases in size over time and displays a wide variety of colours, ranging from violet and red to more dominant green hues.
FLAVOMETRICS

In an attempt to bridge the gap in exploring living aesthetics in biodesign in an agile yet realistic manner, we developed a digital tool for a specific organism, namely Flavobacteria. Within our multidisciplinary team, we first simulated their iridescence by capturing and translating visual data. From here, we developed an interactive tool, FlavoMetrics, which aims to support biodesigners in performing quick design explorations with Flavobacteria. In this chapter, we elaborate on the development of the tool (further details can be found in the supplements). FlavoMetrics’ open-source project can be found [here](#).

**Challenges of Flavobacteria**

Flavobacteria were recently introduced to HCI designers as a living medium [20] due to the potential they offer through their vivid, iridescent colourations when grown on a solid surface. This angle-dependent optical effect is a result of their cell organisation into photonic crystals, which interact with light [26, 28, 37]. As cells multiply, glide over the surface, and organise themselves, the colony of Flavobacteria will grow outward and change colour depending on the cells’ age, density, and arrangement. Their living aesthetics, concerning changes in form, texture, and iridescent colour, are affected by, for instance, various environmental factors (e.g., humidity) and the inoculation technique (i.e., method of applying bacteria to a surface), as shown by [20]. While this iridescence, temporality, and responsiveness emphasise Flavobacteria’s potential as an attractive living medium, the complex combination of spatial and temporal qualities poses a challenge for understanding and predicting Flavobacteria’s living aesthetics. Models in computer graphics have shown the possibilities of rendering various iridescent effects [21, 10], yet more complex effects such as those of Flavobacteria’s photonic crystals require data-driven approaches as described in this work.
Collecting Data on Flavobacteria's Iridescence

We used a custom-made tool (based on [20]) to automatically capture the full colour range (72 angle configurations) of a 5-day-old Flavobacteria colony. The images were translated through a Python script into linear colour gradients by merging the radial colour gradients across the colony. These colour gradients were then translated into bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) maps, which define how surfaces reflect light based on incoming lighting and viewing directions and are commonly used in the field of computer graphics. Each BRDF map relates to the colour of cells as a function of distance from the centre (inoculation point) of the colony for a specific light/view configuration. When implemented in material rendering software such as Blender 3D, the colour can be accessed from the BRDF map as a function of the camera view and light directions.
Translating Data into a Procedural Texture

In order to simulate the changes in form and texture of Flavobacteria, we developed a procedural texture of the bacteria colony from the captured images. In computer graphics, a procedural texture is a texture that is created using mathematical descriptions rather than directly stored data. We then embedded the colours from the BRDF map on the procedural texture to create the final simulation of the Flavobacteria colony. The figure on the right shows the multiple layers involved in the development of the procedural texture.

This procedure allows for full control over the appearance of the colony, such as shape, size, and texture. Building upon the insights on how Flavobacteria's living aesthetics can be tuned with humidity [20], we manually mapped these parameters to growth (# of days) and humidity levels. Due to the procedural texture and BRDF maps, the tool can visually estimate Flavobacteria's growth, filling in the gaps of how the living aesthetics were developing in-between the capture moments, which was highlighted as one of the limitations in previous work by Groutars and Risseeuw et al. [20].

Interactive Tool

In order to engage biodesigners in a conversation about future digital tools for biodesign, we developed an interactive tool from the simulation using the Blender Game Engine (UPBGE). The simulation was enhanced with an interactive inoculation feature allowing the user to freely inoculate the bacteria anywhere on the digital Petri dish, which is then set as the origin point of the bacteria's growth. This implementation helps the user of the tool envision how their interventions affect the growth of Flavobacteria. Finally, a graphical user interface (GUI) was developed for the tool, adding accessible control over the parameters, including time, light position, Petri dish rotation, and environmental conditions, to enable the user to explore the temporality and responsiveness of living media.
A STUDY WITH BIODESIGNERS

We conducted a study with six biodesigners to evaluate FlavoMetrics and reflect on how such interactive digital tools could support the design process with diverse living media.

Set-up
FlavoMetrics was displayed on an iPad, allowing the participants to interact with a pencil or directly with touch. To introduce the participants to Flavobacteria and enable them to compare the simulation to the real organism, we placed a sample of Flavobacteria on the same table as well as a desk light resembling the tool’s interactive light. Through observing such a “static” sample, participants would become aware that temporal changes in Flavobacteria’s expressions are not directly noticeable to the human eye [29]. For our analysis, we made a voice recording as well as a screen recording of the user interface.

Participants
We invited six biodesigners, including two artists, three design researchers, and a landscape designer. We chose biodesigners from both academia and design practice to uncover more possibilities of digital tools for biodesign, which we expected might differ based on the focus of the biodesign practice. The participants had 3-8 years of experience in biodesign, collaborating with diverse microorganisms, including cyanobacteria, algae, and fungi. One of the participants also had experience designing with Flavobacteria.

Procedure
The study began by introducing participants to Flavobacteria’s iridescent and temporal qualities by presenting the sample and simulation. After a demonstration on how the GUI allows one to observe and tune living aesthetics, participants were given time to freely explore the tool while thinking-aloud. Each session took about an hour, and was completed with an interview, discussing their experience of using the interactive tool and reflecting on how such a tool could support them in their own biodesign practice.
Results

The answers of the biodesigners showed great variation in the ways in which they imagined using similar digital tools in their own practice. Overall, the participants saw great value in interactive simulations of living organisms and all agreed to the positive implications of FlavoMetrics, including how it allows you to quickly cycle through design explorations for living aesthetics and its potential to save resources in a biolab.

As expected, the implications highlighted by biodesigners were influenced by the focus of the biodesigners’ practice. For example, the landscape designer wanted to simulate living media on a 3D formed facade, while two design researchers with teaching experience mentioned how students could benefit from the tool. Likewise, another design researcher felt the tool would restrict creativity and freedom in navigating the design space, strongly pointing towards educational purposes.

The type of microorganisms that biodesigners had experience with also influenced their experience with FlavoMetrics. For example, one biodesigner working with Cyanobacteria wished to have more control over lighting conditions, as light is crucial for the organism’s growth. Another biodesigner working with Cyanobacteria had a hard time imagining using the tool in their own project as this microorganism is not as expressive in colour as Flavobacteria. Nevertheless, such organisms could express their wellbeing in simulations through other types of change (e.g., form).

The expert on Flavobacteria especially valued the inoculation feature, through which you can quickly iterate between different patterns. Yet, they stated the tool would be more interesting for designers who are not yet familiar with Flavobacteria’s living aesthetics, as an expert might already anticipate the majority of the design outcomes.

Finally, two participants stated that one could not really explore unknown relations between input and output with FlavoMetrics unless it could predict the behaviour of microbes.

From our study, we identified directions for future digital tools to support the design of living artefacts.
Developing FlavoMetrics, we aimed to create a potential tool that could support biodesigners in navigating the design space of living aesthetics. The implications of FlavoMetrics that resulted from our user study were in line with these expectations. To facilitate the intended use, the tool can be further developed by including more stimuli to support biodesigners in tinkering with Flavobacteria, allowing them to explore living aesthetics in relation to various input mechanisms.

Besides, new implications were discovered that focused on understanding spatio-temporal qualities beyond 2D, biodesign education, and experience prototyping of living artefacts in biodesign. In this section, we elaborate on these implications of FlavoMetrics with diverse scenarios, specifying the required modifications to the tool’s working principle and GUI.

Understanding Spatio-Temporal Qualities Beyond 2D with FlavoMetrics

The tool can be used to envision how Flavobacteria grow and behave on complex shapes with different scales beyond 2D Petri dishes, enabling designers to get a better understanding of Flavobacteria’s spatio-temporal qualities. To that end, the tool could be further developed by allowing the import of 3D models. For example, using FlavoMetrics, one can imagine how Flavobacteria’s living colour can be used as a sustainable alternative to coating for automobiles, showcasing the unique iridescence of these microorganisms through a complex 3D form.
Biodesign Education with FlavoMetrics

FlavoMetrics can be used as a didactic tool to introduce Flavobacteria to designers. This would make biodesign more accessible, similar to, for example, affordable DIY-bio tools (e.g., [18]) and Hoissain et al.’s [24] cloud experimentation architecture. In addition, FlavoMetrics provides a digital environment for more time- and resource efficient biodesign education. Designers who are novices at working with Flavobacteria can learn the basics of the microorganisms’ behaviour in this digital learning environment, as well as use the tool as a generative tool to brainstorm on the ideas for novel interaction scenarios. The tool could be further developed by including educational content on Flavobacteria’s behaviour and allowing for virtual collaborations.

Experience Prototyping with FlavoMetrics

FlavoMetrics can support biodesigners in conducting experiential characterization studies with living artefacts (8, 11, 12, 17). With such a tool, researchers can communicate how the living artefact changes over time and what it could be like for users to interact with a living artefact through the digital representation of the artefact in context. This can mitigate some of the challenges in conducting user studies with living organisms, such as the approval of ethic committees (for biosafety) and communicating the slow changes in the living artefacts due to, for example, environmental stimuli. For this, the tool could be further developed to enable participants to digitally interact with such artefacts and reflect on its potential implications. Long term use scenarios in realistic contexts can be integrated into such tools to trigger further discussions on the implications of such artefacts in the everyday. Additionally, AR/VR technologies could be explored to enhance the interactive experience with the digital twin.
REFLECTIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this pictorial, we presented FlavoMetrics, a digital tool that enables biodesigners to virtually explore the living aesthetics of Flavobacteria. Through discussions with biodesigners working with diverse living media, we identified how such an interactive tool can assist in navigating the design space of living aesthetics through: understanding spatio-temporal qualities beyond 2D, biodesign education, and experience prototyping of living artefacts. In future work, we would like to delve further into the implications by conducting in-situ user studies with biodesigners to reflect on the long-term use and benefits of our tool.

We designed FlavoMetrics specifically for Flavobacteria. Nevertheless, we hope that these implications can inspire multidisciplinary collaborations in developing digital tools for various kinds of microorganisms. Here, we envision digital tools being adapted to the unique temporalities and needs of other microorganisms, for example, by allowing interactions with microorganisms in liquid medium or tuning other habitat conditions such as light intensity.

Although we aim to inspire digital tools to aid biodesigners in exploring living microorganisms’ temporality and responsiveness in an agile, accessible, and resource-efficient manner, we do not suggest that they should replace experiments in a tangible lab environment. Instead, we envision a way of blended learning [4], combining digital and physical experiments. Such hands-on practice is essential for biodesigners to get a feel for the organisms’ temporality and behaviour and a sense of empathy towards living organisms [16], towards more microbe-sensitive [29] biodesign practices. Additionally, novel expressions might still reveal themselves in tangible experiments due to unforeseen conditions and the microorganisms’ agency, which cannot be captured in digital tools.

Even though we intended FlavoMetrics to be used in the design time of living artefacts, we envisage the potential use of such tools in living with microbe-embedded living artefacts. By translating complex microbial behaviour and invisible metabolic activities to humans through digital systems (e.g., [1]), we can help attune to microbes’ time to establish timely care practices and elicit unique interactions and experiences toward reciprocal and evolving relationships with living artefacts. We aim to elaborate on this potential of FlavoMetrics in our future work.
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